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Are You Getting the Most Out of Your Display?
pixel packaging may make all the difference

One of the best ways to bring your messaging vision to life is with a dynamic and colorful digital display. If you or your customer is 
planning to make this kind of investment, you should understand some of the subtle technology differences that can greatly enhance the 
effectiveness of a digital display and therefore the number of impressions your message can make.
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all in the details
One of the most important elements of an LED display is the light-emitting diode (LED). An LED is a semiconductor light source that 
illuminates when electricity passes through it. A pixel, which is typically comprised of at least three diodes (red, green, and blue), is the 
smallest visual component of any digital imagery. The number and density of pixels determines the resolution of the display and greatly 
affects the visual quality of the content.

During the fabrication process, diodes are grouped into pixels and added to panels, sometimes referred to as modules. Each LED panel 
is just a piece of the puzzle, and for large-format LED screens, there can be thousands of panels that are assembled to create the display.

When all display components are connected, the result will be a bright digital canvas capable of displaying brilliant, dynamic messaging.
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discrete vs. smd
Also known as a through-hole or dual in-line package (DIP), a discrete LED is a single conducting component 
mounted through a hole-punched printed circuit board (PCB) and soldered in place.

The evolution of LED technology has resulted in the development of surface-mount device (SMD) 
packaging. Diodes in an SMD package are soldered to the PCB via six pins, providing a more physically 
stable connection than discrete diodes. A six-pin connection also allows for better diagnostics and control 
capability, as more data is able to flow through the pins. Additionally, SMD components are mounted closer 
to the circuit board and have better thermal control through conduction.

While the difference may seem insignificant, the impact on the final display is considerable.
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discrete pixel

smd pixel

Discrete diode: 
discrete aka through-hole or dual in-line package (DIP)

smd packaging: 
surface-mount device (SMD) aka surface-mount technology (SMT) 
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A primary advantage of SMD packaging is that it allows pixels to be placed much closer together 
than discrete, allowing for a tighter pixel pitch and therefore a higher resolution. Pixel pitch is 
the distance between the center of each pixel to the center of an adjacent pixel and is another 
key factor in the quality of a digital display. 

Additionally, because the diodes are packaged together and emit light to a flat surface, similar 
to the way in which a projector emits light to a screen, the result is that no diodes are blocked 
by other diodes when viewed at an angle. This leads to better color consistency and wider 
viewing angles.
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discrete

smd

advantages of smd
tighter pixel pitch
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So, how does SMD technology help your display reach more viewers? Simply, SMD displays allow for increased viewing angles over their 
discrete counterparts. The area in which viewers can observe the display with minimal color shift is called the optimal viewing cone, or 
optimal viewing distance. A greater optimal viewing cone allows more people to clearly see the message on the display, which results in 
increased impressions. As the success of a messaging campaign is often measured in impressions, this difference in pixel packaging can 
have a major impact. Additionally, with better color consistency and a wider viewing experience, SMD displays are better able to maintain 
brand integrity.
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reach more viewers
better viewing angles

100 ft.
from grade

36 fT.
start smd 

OPTIMal VIEWING DISTANCE

215 fT.
start discrete

OPTIMal VIEWING DISTANCE

For an LED display installed 100 ft. above street level...     

Discrete: Viewers need to be at least 215 feet from 
the building to avoid seeing color shift and brightness 
degradation.

SMD: Viewers can be just 36 feet from the building to 
avoid color shift and brightness degradation.
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other advantages of smd
A larger optimal viewing area is an obvious advantage of SMD vs. discrete, but there are other 
advantages offered by this more advanced technology.

Because a discrete diode has a longer, physically weaker connection to the circuit board, there’s 
a much greater chance it will be moved or bent during handling and installation. Misaligned 
diodes reduce color consistency and increase color shift, which reduces the quality of an LED 
display. There’s no risk of diode movement with SMD displays. Additionally, SMD displays have 
significantly smaller pixels so the overall canvas is typically darker, providing a rich contrast. 
SMD panels employ micro-louvers which lead to less panelization and higher contrast.

stronger connection 
to circuit board

better color quality 
and consistency

higher contrast

Improved diagnostics
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be informed

fulfilling

Your investment in a digital display is a significant one, regardless of the size or scope 
of your project. Understanding technology differences in the digital display market 
will help you select the right vendor—a critical step in bringing life to your message, 
content, and vision.

SNA Displays builds high-end digital displays as vivid and dynamic as the imagination. Our 
work is supported by industry-leading expertise and service. We prove to our clients that 
Dreams Live Digitally®.

To learn more about how we can help, visit us online at snadisplays.com.

life is more

when dreams live digitally®
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